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Abstract: Ireland's extended coastline and its
vulnerability to extreme wave events make it crucial to
understand wave climate and its changes around the
Irish coast. The DeWaPIC project intends to create a
model framework for predicting waves around Ireland on
time scales of seasons to decades. This contribution will
present the approach taken to the development of a 1-D
SURF zone model.

Why	Ireland?

• Its location in Northeast Atlantic.
•Most Irish cities are coastal.
•More than 50% of population resides 
within       a radius of 15 km of the 
coast [Flood et.al, 2020].
•Complicated geomorphology.
•High rates of waves in Southwest of 
Ireland.

Research Questions ?

•Is it possible to predict waves around the Irish coast
on climatological scales?
•How waves around the coast of Ireland change on
different time scales from seasonal to decadal?
•Can statistical methods be applied for improving the
climatological wave predictions around the Irish coast?
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Methodology

Numerical	scheme	employed	for	developing	1-D	Surf	zone	model

1 D Boussinesq equation [ Madsen & Sorensen, 1992 ] is used to  compute the 
surface elevation

(1)

Eq (1) & (2) takes form and on implementing Lax Wendroff two 
step method :

Computational	procedure	and	stencil
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Our coasts face huge challenges due to future sea level rise. The main reason for
this are the changes in waves which are expected to become more powerful.
The prediction of wave changes play an important role in coastal adaptation and
in industries like offshore wind energy. The model framework will provide better
understanding on wave climate around the Ireland. Also, it investigates the
seasonal to decadal variability which is of great importance for planning
decisions.

Conclusion

§ We develop a 1-D model (Madsen & Sorensen equation) for the surf zone.
§ The 1-D model fed by inputs from SWAN can be used to simulate the waves

near shore.
§ It can be used to study the impacts of waves on the coast, like wave

overtopping.
§ Wave changes around Ireland with different water level and extreme

conditions will be investigated.

Source:
doi:10.1115/1.4003394

Waves do not affect the sea floor

Waves interact with the sea floor

Waves steepen and 
break

(2)

(3)

(4)
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WAM: Wave Action Model
SWAN: Simulating WAves Nearshore
1-D Surf Zone Model : 1 – Dimensional Surf Zone Model
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Motivation How coastline responds to the future climate change?

Further to these “weather driven “ changes in waves, SLR
can change how waves travel from deep to shallow water
(Jao Morim, 2019)

Motivation
Sea Level Rise (S.L.R) associated with climate change 
is the major concern for many islands and coasts.

Is SLR the only way climate change 
affecting the coast??

Warming planet will also alter the ocean waves (Jao Morim 
, 2019)

Source: https://sp-ao.shortpixel.ai/client/to_webp,q_lossy,ret_img,w_300,h_150/https://hydrizon.com/wp-content/
uploads/2021/12/Wave-shaper.png

https://sp-ao.shortpixel.ai/client/to_webp,q_lossy,ret_img,w_300,h_150/https:/hydrizon.com/wp-content/


> 50% live within 
15 km of coastline
( Robert et.al, 2008)

Why Ireland?

Exposed to full effects to 
eastward moving cyclones 
and swell energy from N. 
Atlantic

Tidal regime 
Meso - macrotidal 

Spring tidal range
(2  to  >4m)

Source: https://scijinks.gov/tides/tides3.png
Source: https://www.irelandbeforeyoudie.com/wp-
content/uploads/2021/11/underwater.jpg



Approaches taken for developing the 1D Surf 
zone model



Shallow water equation
Numerical Scheme Shallow water equation

Forward scheme in time and backward 
scheme in space



Solitary wave propogation over flat bottom



Why Boussinesq Equation?
• Shallow water equation (SWE) :

The frequency dispersion of water waves is neglected.

Didn't consider short waves.
In propagating the solitary wave using the SWE there has a 
high amount to attenuation in amplitude.
Non linear dispersive properties of the model can be 
improved by including the information on the vertical 
structure of flow.
Boussinesq type model uses some higher order terms in 
Taylor expansion to include the effects of wave dispersion



Boussinesq type equation



Two step Lax Wendroff scheme





Solitary wave propogation over flat bottom using Boussinesq equation



Challenges:

• As it involves higher order derivatives, complex 
numerical schemes are required to solve the 
equation.

• Moreover, a large stencil is needed to approximate the 
high order derivatives

• The development of higher order scheme is not an 
easy task.


